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DIGITAL SKILLS WORKSHOP & DA TRAINING 

 

RHINO TUTORIAL 3 

2014.08.13 

--  

Populate scene/drawing 
Import figures from G3DW 
Set-up and save views 
Sectioning, extract wireframe 
Make 2d 
Export to Illustrator 
_  

Download the SECTIONTOOLS Plug-in for Rhino here:  http://www.food4rhino.com/project/sectiontools-rhino-50 

Open your current model and save a copy of it for this exercise. 

Without topographic information, we will create a make-shift ground plane for our model, you can do this by 
typing PLANE into the command-line and snapping to a corner of the building to locate your plane at the base of 
your building. This plane will help you ground figures in your drawing. 

You can import people, cars and vegetation from Google 3D Warehouse.  Be warned that this can make your 
model heavy and hard to move in, so be strategic in how you populate your drawing.  Navigate to Google 
3dwarehouse download a figure, save it to your desktop and import it into your scene.  When you import it, it 
should show up at 0,0,0- it should also be selected, so you can find it by entering ZS, or Zoom Selected. 

If you wish you modify the appearance of your imported objects, explode and ungroup them several times, copy 
them to a new layer, and change their material properties. 

Many times creating wireframe drawings of your models helps in the diagramming and rendering process- for this 
we use the command MAKE2D. 

Create a new view of your model. Right click on the name of the viewport and pull down to SETVIEW, then pull 
down to NAMED VIEWS and save a new view.  

Type MAKE 2D into the commandline and select your surface. Choose CurrentView, ShowHiddenLines, and 
MaintainSourceLayers, ENTER. 

Then type ZS (ZoomSelected) in the command-line and you will zoom to the new 2D linework of your surface in the 
saved view. 

Navigate back to your saved view, select your surface and in the command-line type EXTRACT WIREFRAME. In the 
Layer Menu, put this on a new layer called WIREFRAME. While you're still in your saved view, select the wireframe 
and the surface and again type MAKE2D. Set the inputs as you did previously, ENTER. Type ZS in the command-line 
to Zoom to your 2D linework.  

SECTION TOOLS 

Another method of sectioning your model, which quickly moves you into fabrication drawings, is the use of 
SECTIONTOOLS, which is a plug-in that dynamically creates 3D sections and 2D layouts, which update with model 
changes. Section tools has a 2D->3D relationship similar to HISTORY. Select SECTIONTOOLS in the header menu. 
Pull down to CREATE ARRAY. 
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Select the object, select the objects you wish to cut, select the orientation of the cuts, select the number of 
sections and the distance between them ENTER.  Each section will appear in your layers menu as a separate layer. 

Go to the SectionTools menu and select 2D Nest Layout. SelectAll. Orient either vertically or horizontally and 
specify your spacing, which should be 1.5 times the distance of the width of your hut surface.  ENTER. SectionTools 
is a very powerful plug-in. For more information about SectionTools, refer to the PDF uploaded to the blog. 

Another way to export images from Rhino is to PRINT them, navigate to one of your saved views and type PRINT 
into the command-line.  A dialogue box will pop up which allows you to select your view, DPI, image file type, 
scale, color settings- adjust these settings as you see fit.  Note that you print the quality that you’ve set for your 
scene, this can be adjusted in the VIEW menu. 

Once you have your desired linework, you can export your drawings to the blog. 

 

Questions and feedback welcome! 

mreicher@umn.edu 


